
TELANGANA STATE PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION::HYDERABAD 

BILL COLLECTOR IN GREATER HYDERABAD MUNICIPAL CORPORATION                                   

NOTIFICATION NO: 17/2018,Dt:19/07/2018 

WRITTEN EXAMINATION DATE (07.10.2018) 

 In Continuation of the result notification for verification of certificates 

dated.14/05/2019&08/11/2019, due to shortfall of candidates in some categories, it is 

hereby notified that on the basis of the Written Examination held on 07.10.2018 to the 

posts of Bill Collector In Greater Hyderabad Municipal Corporation candidates with the 

following hall Ticket Numbers have been provisionally admitted for the verification of 

Certificates.  

          The candidates who have qualified for Certificate Verification are required to 

produce one set of check list and two sets of attestation forms in Original duly filled by 

the candidate which are available in the commission website and all Original 

Certificates along with two sets of Photostat copies duly attested by Gazetted Officer, 

relating to Age, Qualifications, Community (Integrated),Latest Creamy Layer exemption 

certificate in case of B.Cs as per Memo No.3009/BCW/OP/2009, Government of 

Telangana, Backward Classes Welfare (OP) Department, Dt:18/12/2015 (prescribed 

format hosted on website), Certificates relating to claim of age relaxation, Study (from 

4th class to 10th class) and if any, at the time of verification of documents, failing which, 

they will not be admitted to subsequent process of selection. No request will be 

entertained for subsequent submission of any of the above certificates 

 

        The Verification of Certificates is scheduled on 05/12/2019 from 10-00 AM at TSPSC 

Office, Prathibha Bhavan, M.J.Road, Nampally, Hyderabad. The Candidate is here by 

instructed to produce all the original Certificates as mentioned in the Notification on 

the same day without fail and should report at 10-00 AM. 

  

     The candidates are requested to obtain and keep ready all the certificates as 

mentioned in the Notification. If, on further Verification it is found that any candidate is 

not eligible with reference to the particulars furnished by him/her in the Application 

Form / Check List / Certificates, the results of such candidate / candidates shall be 

cancelled at any stage of selection process. 

 

* The candidates are allowed to attend proficiency Test which is held on 08/12/2019, 

subject to outcome of genuinity of certificates.    

HALL TICKET NUMBERS 

 

05/12/2019,10:00AM 
 
101117190282 

101711001813 

101713001280 

101714000859 

101715000357 

101715000656 

101715002153 

101716002214 

101717000233 

101718000453 

101718004134 

101718004942 

101718004959 

101718005854 

101718006157 

101718006920 

101718010290 

101718010436 

101718011025 

101718011579 

101718013490 

101718014648 

101718160310 

101718180637 

101718181185 

101718191043 

101718191413 

101718191798 

101719000219 

101719001175 

101719001675 

101719001912 

101719004510 

101719005943 

101719006480 

101719007603 

101719008775 

101719009799 

101719009937 

123415000034 

123418000830 

123419000372 

123419000491 

123419000606 

123419001038 

170018006690 

170018007451 

170018012139 

 
(TOTAL 48 only) 

Hyderabad                     Sd/- 
Date:02/12/2019               Secretary 


